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 Approxima’s solution 

We will assist you in keeping the overview of all 
customer/supplier links of your products, internally and 
externally, and help you manage the multiple-ways 
communication and coordination across technologies, 
suppliers, resources and stakeholders. 

We have been in your shoes ourselves, and though we 
understand that this is something you can do as well, we 
know from experience that it is time-consuming and 
keeps you from focusing on what really matters. 

In short, you delegate some of your most cumbersome 
and time-consuming tasks to a shadow BI assistant 
manager whose role is to assist you in your coordination 
tasks. 

Instead of managing multiple vendors, you manage only 
one, who manages, coordinates and orchestrates on your 
behalf.   

 

Contact: Fabrice Cavoto – BI & Analytics Services / BI-Analytics@approxima.com  (+45) 3117 1754 

Do you need a right-hand, orchestrating deliveries 
across vendors and technology teams? 

You play a key role in the definition and the execution of 
the BI & Analytic agenda in your company. 

Due to the nature of modern BI & Analytics, you are 
expected to coordinate and stay on top of multiple 
platforms, technologies, solutions, suppliers, resources, 
integrations, and stakeholders. 

In fact, you are in everybody’s shooting line and you are 
holding all tows, all the while managing your own 
department, budgets, resources, etc. 

You risk becoming a bottleneck, and the time and energy 
you spend on holding things together impacts the actual 
deliveries towards your own BI & Analytics agenda as 
well as to your management. 

Your Benefit and Business Value 

You get an experienced, real partner and personalized assistance with one of the most time-consuming and cumbersome 
tasks on your duty list: managing and coordinating vendors and multiple technology deliveries. Instead, you can focus more 
on what really matters to you and your results. In short, a right-hand with the relevant experience who helps you succeed. 

 

You should expect: 

Increased possibility and time to focus on what really makes you succeed 
Vendors and technology suppliers managed on your behalf 

Optimization of cross-technologies dependent deliveries 


